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» Nab-Paclitaxel Extends PFS Versus Standard Chemotherapy in Patients With Metastatic Melanoma 11/26/2012 OncLive View Clip
(Evan M. Hersh, MD, lead principal investigator and professor of Medicine at the University of Arizona College of Medicine and Arizona Cancer Center)

» Genetics Society of America Welcomes 2013 Board Members 11/26/2012 Newswise View Clip
(Vicki L. Chandler, PhD)

*Marketwire.com View Clip
*Middle East North Africa Financial Network View Clip
(University of Arizona)

» Entertaining Delmarva One Click at a TimeWebcast alert: Molecular Medicine Institute to give new hope to pediatric patients 11/26/2012 WBOC- TV (DT2 - FOX) View Clip
(UA College of Medicine-Phoenix)

» Arizona studies envision telemedicine’s future on smartphones 11/26/2012 TucsonSentinel.com View Clip
(Dr. Ronald Weinstein, director of the Arizona Telemedicine Program)

» Scientists Discuss What Happens To The ‘Soul’ After Death (VIDEO) 11/25/2012 Huffington Post View Clip
(Stuart Hameroff)

» Thankful for every day TRANSPLANT RECIPIENT, 13, FAMILY ADOPT A NEW VIEW OF FUTURE, LIVE IN MOMENT 11/22/2012 Arizona Daily Star View Clip
(UAMC lung transplant patient Addison “Addie” Rerecich & Dr. Yuval Raz, associate medical director of the lung transplant program)

» TPD Sergeant’s condition improves, wife speaks to reporters 11/21/2012 KVOA-TV View Clip
(KGUN-TV View Clip
KOLD-TV View Clip
Arizona Daily Star View Clip
(UA Medical Center chief trauma surgeon Dr. Peter Rhee)